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The ROL Deductive and Object-Oriented Database SystemMengchi LiuDepartment of Computer ScienceUniversity of ReginaRegina, SaskatchewanCanada S4S 0A2Fax: (306) 585-4745Phone: (306) 585-4700Email: mliu@cs.uregina.caAbstractThis paper describes ROL, a deductive and object-oriented database language whichhas been implemented. ROL integrates important features of object-oriented and deduc-tive database systems. It supports object identity, complex objects, classes, class hierarchy,multiple inheritance with overriding and blocking, and schema. It also supports structuredvalues such as functor objects and sets, treats them as �rst class citizens, and provides pow-erful mechanisms for representing both partial and complete information on sets. It is anextension of pure valued-oriented deductive systems such as Datalog and LDL and subsumesthem as special cases. It supports important integrity constraints such as domain, key, ref-erential, functional dependency, and cardinality in a uniform framework. Furthermore, ithas a logical semantics that cleanly accounts for all of its object-oriented and value-orientedfeatures.
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1 IntroductionDeductive and object-oriented databases are two important extensions of the traditional databasetechnology. Deductive databases extend the expressive power of traditional databases by meansof recursion and declarative querying. Examples of such languages are Datalog [16], LDL [33]and CORAL [35]. Object-oriented databases extend the data modeling power of traditionaldatabases by means of object identity, complex objects, classes, class hierarchy, inheritance andschema. Examples of such languages are Iris [20], Exodus [15], Orion [25], O2 [27] and Jasmine[22]. However, both extensions have shortcomings. Deductive databases lack powerful datamodeling mechanisms, while object-oriented databases lack logical semantics and declarativequery languages. In the past few years, a lot of e�orts have been made to integrate deductiveand object-oriented databases to gain the best of the two approaches. A number of deductiveobject-oriented database languages have been proposed, such as O-logic [32], revised O-logic [24],C-logic [17], IQL [3], IQL2[1], F-logic [23], LOGRES [13], LLO [31], LOL [12], Datalogmethod[4], DLT [8], Gulog [19] and Rock & Roll [9].Object identity is useful for supporting object sharing and update management. However,using object identi�ers for every object is burdensome even in pure object-oriented databasesand being able to use structured values as well is important as discussed in [3, 10, 14, 27]. Indeductive object-oriented databases, using object identi�ers for every object is problematic andpure value-oriented approach is argued better in this regard [37].In this paper, we describes the ROL language that has been implemented. The name standsfor Rule-based Object Language. The ROL language integrates in a uniform framework impor-tant features of object-oriented and value-oriented deductive approaches. It supports not onlyobject identity but also structured values such as functor objects and sets. The user can use ob-ject identi�ers for objects when it is better to do so or directly use structured values for objectswhen using object identi�ers for such objects is unnecessary or problematic. Object sharing inROL can be achieved not only by object identity but also by using rules. Indeed, ROL can be usedas a pure object-oriented deductive database programming language, or as a pure value-orienteddeductive database programming language. Most importantly, ROL allows both value-orientedand object-oriented features to be used together to take the advantages of both approaches.In ROL, values, object identi�ers, functor objects and sets are treated uniformly as objects sothat functional dependencies can be represented directly and more generally than in functionaldata models [21, 36]. It builds-in other important integrity constraints such as domain, key,referential and cardinality in a simple and uniform framework. It also supports other importantobject-oriented features such as classes, class hierarchy, multiple inheritance with overriding andblocking, and schema.ROL provides powerful set representation mechanisms that combine LDL and F-logic settreatments so that information about sets can be represented partially or completely. It has auniform notion of schema for objects represented both extensionally and intensionally. It supportsschema queries, and facts and rule queries in addition to traditional database queries. It alsosupports declarative updates of schema, facts and rules. It has a well-de�ned logical semanticsthat cleanly accounts for all of its object-oriented and value-oriented features [29].This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes objects and attributes in ROL anddiscusses the exibility of data modeling in ROL. Section 3 explains classes, class hierarchy andinheritance with overriding and blocking in ROL. Section 4 focuses on rules of ROL. Section 52



introduces ROL program structure. Sections 6 shows how to query schema, objects, facts andrules. Section 7 describes how ROL system supports updates on schema, facts and rules. Section8 gives a brief comparison with related proposals, which highlights the novel features of ROL.Section 9 concludes the paper.2 Objects and AttributesROL is a language that centers on objects and attributes. There are four kinds of objects inROL:(1) values such as integers 5, 8, reals 3.14, 1.0, and strings 'Smith', 'Mary', etc;(2) object identi�ers such as smith;mary; s1; p1;(3) functor objects such as family(bob; ann), supplies(s1; p1), parents(tom; hbobi);(4) sets which are partitioned into two kinds:(a) partial sets such as hjohn;maryi, hfamily(john;mary)i, hparents(john; hsmithi)i;(b) complete sets such as fg; fjohn;maryg; ffamily(john;mary)g;Complete sets are the normal sets while partial sets are special notation used to denote partof complete sets. We will show the di�erence using examples later.Objects have attributes through which they can be related to each other. First of all, notonly object identi�ers, but also values, functor objects, and sets (partial or complete) can haveattributes in ROL. The attribute values can be objects of any kinds. Following are severalexamples:3[factorial ! 6]bob[name! 'Bob'; age! 25; parents! fpam; tomg]supplies(s1; p1)[quantity ! 200]family(bob; ann)[children! fjim; patg; numChildren! 2]fjim; patg[count! 2]ROL supports object-oriented data modeling, value-oriented data modeling, and their com-bination. For example, to represent the facts that Bob and Ann have common children Jim andPat, and live in the 123 King St, Regina, we can use three di�erent ways in ROL:Value-oriented approach This is the approach we use in languages such as LDL in whichwe don't have object identi�ers.person('Bob'; f'Jim', 'Pat'g; address('123 King St', 'Regina'))person('Ann'; f'Jim', 'Pat'g; address('123 King St', 'Regina'))The problem with this approach is the lack of support for object sharing. If they have anotherchild or move, both facts must be updated. Also, 'Bob' and 'Ann' are subject to change whichmay result in database inconsistent.Object-oriented approach This is the approach that object-oriented data models such asO2 support. 3



bob[children! s; address! a]ann[children! s; address! a]s[set! fjim; patg]a[city !0 Regina0; street!0 123 Castle Rd0]The object identi�ers provide supports for object sharing and update management.Their combination We can use the combination of both object-oriented and value-orientedapproaches in ROL. That is, for structured values such as functor objects and sets, we don'tassociate separate object identi�ers. Instead, they are identi�ed by themselves. We can use rulesfor object sharing:bob[children! fjim; patg; address! address('Regina', '123 King St')]ann[children! X; address! Y ] : �bob[children! X; address! Y ]Follow the convention of Prolog, words starting with a capital letter are variables in ROL.In some cases, pure object-oriented approach is not appropriate. For example, to representthe facts that Bob and Ann have common children Jim and Pat, and Ann also has her own childLiz. We can only use the third method in order to achieve object sharing:bob[children! fjim; patg]ann[children! hlizi]ann[children! hXi] : �bob[children! hXi]Here the complete set fjim; patg provides complete value for the attribute children of bob,while the partial set hlizi provides partial value of the attribute children of ann. The completevalue fjim; pat; anng for the attribute children of ann is obtained by combining the partial valuehlizi with the partial values hjimi and hpati derived with the rule.The notion hXi is called a partial set term. The partial set term functions di�erently de-pending on where it occurs in the rule. When in the body, it denotes part of a set. When inthe head, it derives partial information about a set which can be combined with other partialinformation to obtain complete information about the set.Many-to-many relationships can be handled in di�erent ways in ROL. Let us consider thestudent/course relationships. One symmetric method is to use functor objects to represent theserelationships and then use rules to derive all the courses a student takes and all the studentsenrolled in a course as follows:student course(smith; cs375)student course(smith; cs355)student course(mary; cs375)...Student[takes! hCoursei] : �student course(Student; Course)Course[enrollment! hStudenti] : �student course(Student; Course)Updates to the student course information is as simple as in the relational database. There-fore, supporting both object identity and structured values gives the user the exibility in mod-eling the real world. 4



3 Classes, class hierarchy and inheritanceObjects often share common attributes. In ROL, the user must organize objects using classes.Classes denote collections of objects that share common attributes. Corresponding to objects,four kinds of classes are distinguished:(1) value classes which are classes for values such asinteger; real; string; integer(15::30); string(f'Male', 'Female'g)(2) object identi�er classes which are classes for object identi�ers such asstudent; course; supplier; part; person;(3) functor object classes which are classes for functor objects such asstudent course(student; course); supplies(supplier; part); family(person; person)(4) set classes which are the classes for sets such asfpersong; fpersong(0; 2); fpartg; fquantity(part; integer)gIn ROL, subranges of integers and reals, and enumeration of strings are supported. Further-more, cardinality constraints on sets are also supported. For example, the set class fpersong(0; 2)denotes a collection of sets with at most two persons while fpersong(2; 2) denotes a collection ofsets with exactly two persons.An object in the collection denoted by a class is called an instance of the class. Instances ofvalue classes are built-in.Instances of set classes are automatically determined. For example, if the class person hasinstances jim and pat, then, fg, fjimg, fpatg and fjim; patg are automatically instances of theset class fpersong.Object identi�er classes and functor object classes may have two kinds of instances: immedi-ate instances and non-immediate instances. We will discuss the non-immediate instances later.Immediate instances must be explicitly asserted. For example, bob : student asserts object iden-ti�er bob to be an immediate instance of the class person, while family(bob; ann) asserts itself tobe an immediate instance of the class family(person; person) provided that bob and ann bothare instances of the class person.In ROL, object identi�ers and functor objects can only be immediate instances of exactly oneclass.The attributes applicable to all instances of a class must be de�ned using attribute de�nitions.In the attribute de�nitions, we can directly specify functional dependency, key, referential andcardinality integrity constraints in the sense of the relational model. Following examples showsome attribute de�nitions for classes person, supplies(supplier; part), and fpersong:person[age) integer(1::125); gender ) string(f'Male', 'Female'g; father ) person;mother ) person; parents) fpersong(0; 2); ancestors) fpersong]supplies(supplier; part)[quantity ) integer(0::500)]fpersong[count) integer]These attribute de�nitions say that person, supplies(supplier; part), fpersong are keys,which single-valued or set-valued functionally determine their corresponding attributes. Theclass supplier and part are foreign keys in supplies(supplier; part). For a person, the number ofparents must be between 0 and 2.As shown by the above examples, the attribute de�nitions in ROL can be made meaningfuland speci�c and contain rich integrity constraints.5



The attribute de�nitions of a class are used to constrain the possible attribute values of itsinstances represented extensionally or intensionally. It is allowed for attribute values of objectsto be unknown.Inheritance is a powerful mechanism for organizing data which allows the user to de�ne classesin an incremental way by re�ning already existing ones.In ROL, we can organize classes into class hierarchies by de�ning subclasses. Only subclassesof object identi�er and functor object classes can be de�ned. Subclasses of value classes and setclasses are derived.A subclass inherits all attribute de�nitions of its superclasses unless it overrides or blocksthem and can introduce additional attribute de�nitions. Following examples illustrate this.student[age) integer(15::30); takes ) fcourseg(0; 5)] isa personemployee[age) integer(18::65); salary ) integer] isa personfamily(person; person)[children) fpersong] isa taxunit.The class student and employee inherit all attribute de�nitions of person except age. Theyboth override (re�ne) the attribute de�nition for age and introduces additional attribute de�ni-tion local to themselves.In ROL, we use set inclusion semantics for subclasses. That is, an instance of a subclass is alsoan instance of its superclasses. For example, if tom and family(bob; ann) are immediate instancesof student and family(person; person) respectively, then they are non-immediate instances ofperson and taxunit respectively. Therefore, an object identi�er class can have functor objectsas its non-immediate instances and a functor object class can also have object identi�ers as itsnon-immediate instances.The functor object family(bob; ann) represents not only relationship between bob and annbut also an entity which may be used as attribute values or participate in other relationships.As multiple attribute inheritance is allowed, it is possible that a subclass inherits severalattribute de�nitions. They all constrains the instances of the subclass. Consider the followingexample:workstudent isa student; employee.The class workstudent inherits attribute de�nitions of student and employee directly de�nedor inherited. It thus inherits two attribute de�nitions for the age attribute. Therefore, the at-tribute age of instances of workstudent is constrained by both integer(15::30) and integer(18::65)which are equivalent to integer(18::30). In other words, constraints on a subclass are the con-junction of constraints on its superclasses. If this is not what is intended, then the user has tooverride the inherited attribute de�nitions by introducing a new one:workstudent[age) integer(15::50)] isa student; employee.This mechanism is the similar to the one used in O2.In ROL, the user can also block the attribute inheritance from superclasses. For example,the class orphan can be de�ned as a subclass of person. But it doesn't make sense for it toinherit father and mother attributes from person. The inheritance of the attributes father andmother should be blocked for orphan and all of its subclasses. This can be done in ROL by usingthe built-in class none as follows:orphan[father ) none;mother ) none] isa person6



french isa personfrench orphan isa french; orphanTypes have played an extremely important role in development and study of programminglanguages and database systems. In logic programming languages, the bene�ts of introducingtypes have been increasingly recognized [2, 34]. However, the circular reference in their datastructures prevents them from having a type system similar to that of traditional programminglanguages. In ROL, we provide a solution to that. A functor in ROL is allowed to be associatedwith exactly one functor object class. For example, if the functor family is used for the classfamily(person; person), then we cannot have another class such as family(fpersong). As aresult, we can simply use the functor to denote the class associated with it and de�ne a functorobject class recursively. For example, we can have:tree(node; tree; tree)list(integer; list)Every functor object class has a built-in instance nil. Therefore, we can have followingwell-typed functor objects:tree(a; nil; nil)tree(b; tree(a; nil; nil); tree(c; nil; nil))list(1; nil)list(1; list(2; list(3; nil)))As shown by the above examples, ROL is a typed language and supports rich structured data.If objects or its attribute values are not well-typed with respect to their class de�nitions, typederrors will occur during the run time. The type checking mechanism of ROL provides a meansto detect the illegal description of objects.4 RulesROL is a rule-based declarative language so that information about objects can be representednot only extensionally but also intensionally.In general, we may use variables in places of objects and thus obtain terms in ROL. Corre-sponding to objects, four kinds of terms can be used in rules: value terms, object identi�er terms,functor terms, and set terms. Sets term can be partial set terms of the form hterm1; :::; termniwith n � 1 or complete set terms of the form fterm1; :::; termng with n � 0.Rules express intensional information about objects: their classes and/or their attributevalues. In ROL, arithmetic and set-theoretic comparison expressions are built-in, and negationis supported. They can be used in rule body. Consider the following rules:X[parents! hY i] :{ X[father ! Y ]X[parents! hY i] :{ X[mother ! Y ]X[ancestors! hY i] :{ X[parents! hY i]X[ancestors! hY i] :{ X[ancestors! hZi]; Z[parents! hY i]X[trueancestors! hY i] :{ X[ancestors! hY i]; not X[parents! hY i]family(Y;Z)[children! hXi] :{ X[father ! Y;mother ! Z]X[numChildren! Y ] :{ X[children! S]; S[count! Y ]7



fXg[count! 1] :{ X : personS[count! X] :{ S1[count! Y ]; S2[count! Z];X = Y + Z; S = S1 [ S2; S1 \ S2 = fgThe �rst two rules say that if Y is the father or the mother of X, then Y is one of the parents ofX. The next two rules specify how to derive the values of attribute ancestors of X recursively.The value of attribute trueancestors of X can be derived using negation. The next rule involvesa functor object term. It says that if X has father Y and mother Z, then the family denoted byfamily(Y;Z) has X as one of its children. The next rule says that if X has children S and Shas Y members, then the numChildren of X is Y . The last two rules specify how to computethe number of elements in sets, which show that traditional database aggregate operations suchas total, count, etc. can be represented directly in ROL.ROL subsumes Datalog and LDL as special cases. Following examples show that LDL group-ing and set enumeration are supported in ROL.parents(X; hY i) : �parent(X;Y )book deal(fX;Y;Zg) : �book(X;Px); book(Y; Py); book(Z;Pz)X 6= Y;X 6= Z; Y 6= Z;Px+ Py + Pz < 100
5 ProgramsA ROL program consists of three parts: a schema, facts, and rules. The schema is a set of classesand their attribute de�nitions as well as immediate subclass relationship de�nitions. The factsare the extensional information about objects. The rules are the intensional information aboutobjects.Following is a ROL program. It is taken from [7], where it is proposed as a task to testdatabase languages.Schema part[name) string]basepart[cost) integer(0::1000);mass ) integer(0::10000)] isa partcompositepart[madefrom) fquantity(part; integer)g(1; 5);assemblycost) integer(0::5000);massincrement) integer(0::10000)] isa partfquantity(part; integer)g[totalcost) integer; totalmass) integer]Facts p1 : basepart[cost! 20;mass! 50]p2 : basepart[cost! 10;mass! 30]p3 : basepart[cost! 15;mass! 40]p4 : compositepart[madefrom! fquantity(p2; 3); quantity(p3; 2)g]p5 : compositepart[madefrom! fquantity(p1; 1); quantity(p4; 2)g]8



Rules fquantity(P; Q)g[totalcost! C; totalmass!M ] :{ quantity(P; Q);P [cost! C1;mass!M1]; C = Q� C1;M = Q�M1fquantity(P; Q)g[totalcost! C; totalmass!M ] :{ quantity(P; Q);X[assemblycost! C1;massincrement!M1];C = Q� C1;M = Q�M1S[totalcost! C; totalmass!M ] :{ S = S1 [ S2; S1 \ S2 = fg;S1[totalcost! C1; totalmass!M1];S2[totalcost! C2; totalmass!M2];C = C1 + C2;M =M1 +M2P [assemblycost! C;massincrement!M ] :{ P [madefrom! S];S[totalcost! C; totalmass!M ]There are two kinds of parts: base parts and composite parts. Both basepart and compositepartare subclasses of part and inherit the name attribute from part. In order to express the quantityof each part used to manufacture a composite part, a functor object class quantity(part; integer)is used. The set class fquantity(part; integer)g has attributes totalcost and totalmass.The facts in the program are about the base parts, their cost and mass, the quantity of partsused in manufacturing composite parts, and the way composite parts are made from other parts.The rules in the program tell how to compute the assembly cost and mass increment of compositeparts.To see how the assembly cost and mass increment of composite parts are derived using rules,let us consider the composite part p4. Using the last rule and the fact that p4[madefrom !fquantity(p2; 3); quantity(p3; 2)g], we just need to derive the totalcost of the set fquantity(p2; 3),quantity(p3; 2)g. With the second last rule, we can partition the set into fquantity(p2; 3)gand fquantity(p3; 2)g and directly derive their totalcost and totalmass with the �rst rule. Wetherefore derive p4's cost 60 and mass 170. Similarly, we can derive p5's cost 140 and mass 390.This example shows that the task of �nding the assembly cost and mass increment of acomposite part can be done in ROL not only declaratively, but also object-orientedly.6 QueriesThree kinds of queries can be issued in ROL: schema queries, object queries, and fact and rulequeries. The ROL system will always give all answers at once (i.e., set-at-a-time).6.1 Schema queriesSchema queries are used to retrieve information about classes and their attribute de�nitions. Theuser can retrieve information about immediate subclass relationships isa and general subclassrelationships isa� between object identi�er classes and functor object classes, and general subclassrelationships eisa� (extended isa�) between arbitrary classes. Following are several exampleswhere class and attribute variables are used:?� workstudent isa X?�X isa � person; not X isa person?�X eisa � fpersong?� student[A) X]; A 6= age?�X[name) ] 9



The �rst query asks for all immediate superclasses of the class workstudent. The secondquery asks for all non-immediate subclasses of person. The third asks for all subclasses of the setclass fpersong. The next one asks for all attribute de�nitions of student other than age. Onlythe attribute de�nitions that are directly de�ned or inherited but not overrided or blocked willbe shown in the results. The last one asks for the classes that have an attribute name. Theunderscore character denotes anonymous variable which we do not care about its values as inProlog.6.2 Object QueriesThe user can query the information about objects represented extensionally by facts or intension-ally by rules. The results to such a query is always based on the �nal evaluated and combinedinformation.Following are several examples:?�X : person?� liz[children! hXi]; not bob[children! hXi]?� liz[children! S]?� liz : P [A! X]; P [A) Y ]The �rst query asks for all instances of the class person. The second one asks for children ofliz but not of bob. The third asks for all the children of liz. The next one asks for the class ofliz and its attribute values and the attribute de�nitions of its class as well. The last one asks forall persons with two or three children.6.3 Fact and Rule QueriesThe object queries allow us to obtain evaluated and combined information about objects thatis represented intensionally or extensionally. Sometimes, we need to know how the informationabout objects is represented. That is, we need to query facts and rules.As facts and rules are used to specify instances of classes and attribute values of objects, wecan use class names and attribute names to query them. Following are some examples:?� ann[children]?� [ancestors]?� family[ ]The �rst query asks for all facts and rules that are used to derive the values of the attributechildrent of ann. Based on the example in Section 2, we will get the following results where f5and r7 are the fact and rule numbers associated with them in the ROL system:f5 : ann[children! hlizi]r7 : ann[children! hXi] : �bob[children! hXi]The next query asks for all rules that are used to derive the values of attribute ancestors. Basedon the rules shown in Section 4, the following results will be given by the ROL system:r10 : X[ancestors! hY i] :{ X[parents! hY i]r11 : X[ancestors! hY i] :{ X[ancestors! hZi]; Z[parents! hY i]10



The last query asks for all rules that are used to derive the instances of the class family. Wewill have:r13 : family(Y;Z)[children! hXi] :{ X[father ! Y;mother ! Z]7 UpdatesThe ROL system supports schema, facts and rules updates. Update operations can be used inthe body of rules or in queries.For the schema, the user can insert or delete classes and their immediate subclass relation-ships, and insert, delete or modify attribute de�nitions of classes. Consider these examples:insert person[age) integer]insert student[age) integer(15::30); takes ) fcourseg] isa personmodify person[age) integer(0::100)]delete student[age) ]delete courseThe �rst operation inserts a new attribute de�nition for person and if the class person doesn'texist in the system, then it also inserts this class. This operation will fail if person already has theattribute age de�ned. The second operation inserts the class student as an immediate subclassof person which re�nes the attribute de�nition age and introduces a new attribute de�nitiontakes. This operation will fail if the class course is not de�ned. The third operation modi�esthe attribute age de�ned on person. It will fail if this new constraint is violated by some of itsinstances. The next operation deletes the directly de�ned attribute age on student so that theinherited de�nition can be used instead. It will fail if some of its instances violate the inheritedattribute de�nition. The last operation will delete the class course and fcourseg as well as theirinstances. Furthermore, the attribute takes of student and its instances will also be deleted.For the facts, the user can insert new facts or delete part of existing facts about objects.Following are several examples:insert smith : student[age! 25; takes! hcs375; cs355i]delete cs375[name! ]delete cs375delete X : studentThe �rst operation inserts the object identi�er smith as an immediate instance of student withcorresponding values for attribute age and takes. It will fail if smith is already an immediateinstance of another class, the attribute values are not well-typed respect to the schema, smithalready has a value for age, or the existing value for takes is not consistent with the new value.The second operation deletes the value of the attribute name of the object cs375. It will failif the value is not known. The third operation deletes the object identi�er cs375 and all of itsattribute values from the system. It is also deleted from the value of the attribute takes ofsmith so that the referential integrity constraints are maintained. The last operation deletes allimmediate instances of the class student. 11



Following example shows how to increase the salary of employees by 10%:delete X[salary ! Y ]; Z = Y � 1:1; insert X[salary ! Z]In the ROL system, the deletion of facts is always done before the insertion of facts in orderto avoid inconsistency. An update can either succeed or fail. If it fails, it has no e�ect on thedatabase. For the above example, the insertion of a new salary for an employee may fail if thesalary is above the salary range. If so, the whole update will fail and all changes will be undone.Besides, the user can also explicitly specify the order of operations. For example(insert john : student; delete smith : student)tells the system to do insertion �rst and deletion second.The user can also delete and insert facts and rules together. Consider the following example:delete ann[children]; insert ann[children! S] : �tom[children! S]First, the fact f5 and the rule r7 shown in Section 6 obtained with the query ann[children] willbe deleted and the new rule will be inserted. If we just want to delete the rule r7 rather thanf5, we can simply use:delete r78 Comparison with Related ApproachesIn this section, we briey compare ROL with a number of reported deductive languages.As ROL e�ectively integrates important features in deductive databases and object-orienteddatabases, none of the reported deductive languages has the same expressive and data modelingpower as ROL.Compared to deductive database language Datalog [16], COL [2], LDL [11], LPS [26], CORAL[35], and Relationlog [28] as well as logic programming language Prolog, ROL is unique as itsupports object identity, complex objects, classes, class hierarchy and multiple inheritance withoverriding and blocking, and functional dependency in a uniform framework. It subsumes Datalogand LDL as special cases.Compared to deductive object-oriented database languages such as O-logic [32], revised O-logic [24], F-logic [23], LLO [31], DLT [8], and Gulog [18], as well as their predecessors LOGIN[5] and LIFE [6], ROL is unique as it supports structured values and the notion of schema.Unlike deductive database languages such as Datalog, LDL and CORAL which have no notionof schema for objects represented intensionally by rules, ROL is a strongly typed language andhas a uniform notion of schema for objects represented both extensionally and intensionally.Furthermore, it supports schema queries, and facts and rule queries in addition to traditionaldatabase queries. It also supports declarative updates of schema, facts and rules.Compared to deductive languages that support sets such as COL, LPS, LDL, revised O-logicand F-logic, ROL is more expressive in terms of set representation as it combines LDL and F-logicset treatments by means of partial set terms and complete set terms.As shown in Section 5, ROL can perform the database task proposed in [7] to test databaseprogramming languages not only declaratively, but also object-orientedly. None of other deduc-tive languages can do the same. In LDL, the task can be done declaratively but not object-12
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